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deponency and morphological mismatches - gbv - proceedings of the british academy • 145 deponency
and morphological mismatches edited by matthew baerman, greville g. corbett, dunstan brown, and andrew
hippisley review article - euppublishing - deponency and morphological mismatches.(= proceedings of the
british academy 145). oxford: oxford university press and the british academy, 2007. xv+324pp. isbn:
978-0-19-726410-2.1 reviewed by gereon mu¨ ller 1. overview the present volume is a collection of articles on
(extended) deponency, that is, spanish pseudoplurals - ricardo bermúdez-otero - and morphological
mismatches (proceedings of the british academy). oxford: oxford university press. ... morphological and
phonological properties of the spanish lexicon. the emergence of the ... at the conference on ‘deponency and
morphological mismatches’ (british academy, london, 17 january 2006), ... john benjamins publishing
company - researchgate - baerman, greville g. corbett & dunstan brown (proceedings of the british
academy, 163, oxford: oxford university press, 2010) and deponency and morphological mismatches ed. by
matthew baerman, greville g. corbett, dunstan brown ... - in ‘extending deponency: implications for
morphological mismatches’, andrew spencer further refines and develops the system of fine-grained variables
identified by baerman & corbett as underlying deponency and related concepts (like syncretism and
heteroclisis). he old french declension in a “word and paradigm” approach ... - old french declension in
a “word and paradigm” approach and default syncretism alain kihm (cnrs – université paris-diderot)
alainhm@linguist.jussieu old french (of) nominal lexemes (nouns and adjectives) inflect for two values of the
number feature, singular and plural, and two values of the case feature, nominative preliminary page and
line breaks - université de montréal - pally concerned with the classiﬁcation or typology of mismatches.
matthew baerman (“morphological typology of deponency”, pp. 1–19) and greville g. corbett (“deponency,
syncretism and what lies between”, pp. 21–43) are members of the surrey morphology group; andrew spencer
(“extending de- a deponency-like pattern in turkish inflectional paradigms - form mismatches which
can only be observed through the comparison of two distinct paradigms point at the necessity of a word-based
paradigmatic model even for languages with so-called ‘regular morphology’ like turkish. references: baerman,
matthew. 2006. deponency: definitions and morphological typology. surrey deponency databases. greville g.
corbett: publications - academia europaea - greville g. corbett: publications . 1. books and edited
collections . ... deponency and morphological mismatches (proceedings of the british academy, 145). oxford:
british academy and oxford university press. xv + 324pp. ... interface: proceedings of the annual computerassisted language learning (call) workshop (4th, london, england, 1985). hippisley cv 17 - university of
kentucky - deponency and morphological mismatches. (2007). oxford university press. (with matthew
baerman, greville corbett and dunstan brown.) isbn 0197264107 . andrew hippisley 4 peer reviewed articles
and proceedings grammatical typology and frequency analysis: number availability and number use. (2013)
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